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This book is for all little boys and girls who love dolls and the stories of Raggedy Andy and Raggedy Ann. Herein you will
find 11 stories of Raggedy Andy, written and illustrated by Johnny Gruelle. It starts with how Raggedy Andy came to the
nursery, which leads into a taffy (toffee) pull, which was sticky to say the least, and even has a rabbit chase. Then there is
the story of how Raggedy Andy lost his smile and how he got it back again and more stories besides. The 11 stories are
further brought to life with the 95 exquisite illustrations also by Johnny Gruelle. The stories in this volume are: How
Raggedy Andy Came The Nursery Dance The Spinning Wheel The Taffy Pull The Rabbit Chase The New Tin Gutter Doctor
Raggedy Andy Raggedy Andy's Smile The Wooden Horse Making "Angels" In The Snow The Singing Shell This volume is
sure to keep you and your young ones enchanted for hours, if not because of the quantity of the content, then their
quality. They will have you coming back for more time and again. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS: fairy tales, folklore,
myths, legends, children’s stories, childrens stories, bygone era, fairydom, fairy kingdom, ethereal, fairy land, classic
stories, children’s bedtime stories, happy place, happiness, laughter, Raggedy Andy, Raggedy Ann, dolls, toys, Father
Christmas, Nursery Dance, Spinning Wheel, Taffy Pull, toffee, Rabbit Chase, New, Tin Gutter, Doctor Raggedy Andy, Smile,
Wooden Horse, Making Angels, Snow, Singing Shell
Pioneering and interdisciplinary in nature, this bibliography constitutes a comprehensive list of regional fiction for every
county of Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England over the past two centuries. In addition, other regions of a usually
topographical or urban nature have been used, such as Birmingham and the Black Country; London; The Fens; the
Brecklands; the Highlands; the Hebrides; or the Welsh border. Each entry lists the author, title, and date of first
publication. The geographical coverage is encompassing and complete, from the Channel Islands to the Shetlands. An
original introduction discusses such matters as definition, bibliographical method, popular readerships, trends in output,
and the scholarly literature on regional fiction.
The Sequel to "Princess White Flame"
503 Celtic Myths, Legends, Folklore, Tales and Fables
Celtic Culture: A-Celti
CELTIC MYTHS and LEGENDS 13 BOOKSET - A WHOLESALE SPECIAL 60% OFF
The Publishers Weekly
Subject Index of Modern Works Added to the Library of B.M. in Years 1880-1885 ...

This is a sequel to “Princess White Flame” and is a children’s story about a curse placed
on Princess White Flame of the Fire Fairies and how it was lifted. OF all the fairy
countries in the world none is more wonderful or beautiful than the country where the
Fire Fairies live. Into that land no fairies of the earth, or air, or water dare venture.
They would be seared, or changed to ash or vapor. In the very heart of the Fire Country
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stands the palace of King Red Flame, the gleaming flame-coloured palace, the Palace of
Burning Coals. Around it lies a wonderful garden, where paths wind away among great
fields of fire lilies, and flame roses lift their heads, and the tall shining trees
rustle in the wind with a sound like the whispering of the fire on the hearth. Here in
this glowing country the good and happy fairies work and play, and serve their king as
all good fairies should. But not all fairies in this land are good and happy. Beyond the
glow of the roses and the lilies, beyond all sight of the glimmering trees, there lies
another part of the country where the evil fairies live. Here are great Plains of Ash,
and huge Caverns of Soot, and stretches of gloom in which the Shadow Witch comes and
goes. Here the Imps of Darkness lurk, Dragons crouch, and Wizards dwell. Perhaps
sometimes when you have looked into the Fireplace you have seen those dismal plains and
darksome valleys. They lie away from the heart of the Fire, at the side of the Hearth,
and between the flames and the heaps of ashes. In this story you will hear tell of Prince
Radiance, and Princess White Flame who lived in the Fire Country and of many strange and
wonderful adventures on which they journeyed on to reach, at last, a never-ending
happiness. Yesterday’s Books for Today’s Charities. 10% of the profit from the sale of
this book will be donated to charity. ============= KEYWORDS/TAGS: children's stories,
folklore, fairy tales, folk tales, myths, legends, storyteller, bedtime story, moral
stories, happiness, fable, Princess Whiteflame, , Ash, black, blonde, body, break,
breast, brother, Burning, Cave, Chimney, Cloak, Coals, cradle, Curling, curls, dark,
Dragon, Earth, entrance, errand, evil, Fairies, Fairy, Fire, firm, Flame, Flames, Flying,
folds, garden, Giant, Glow, Goblin, gold, golden, Green, Grey, head, King, Land, love,
magic, Majesty, messenger, palace, pass, presence, Prince, Princess, pure, Queen,
Radiance, Red, restore, rose, Shadow, shining, Smoke, Soot, spell, Sword, Veil, wand,
whisper, white, Whiteflame, wicked, Wind, Wisdom, Wise, Witch, Wizard,
Once upon a time there was a little girl whose name was Merrimeg. Sometimes she was good,
and sometimes she was, well, not so good. Whatever the situation she found herself in, or
managed to get herself into, she was always merry and happy - if not always obedient. In
this illustrated book are 7 magical adventures on which Merrimeg goes. They are: Merrimeg
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and The Chimney Imps Merrimeg and The Clop-Clop Shoes Merrimeg and The Starlight Fairies
Merrimeg and The Echo Dwarfs Merrimeg and The Rag-Bone Man Merrimeg and The Apple-Seed
Elf Merrimeg and The May-Dew 10% of the profit from the sale of this book will be donated
to charities. =========== KEYWORDS/TAGS: Folklore, fairytales, myths, legends, fairy
tales, fables, childrens stories, bedtime stories, air, angry, Apple-Seed, arms, asleep,
beautiful, blackbird, bottom, butterfly, caterpillar, cave, children, chimney imps,
crying, Elf, echo, fairies, Florrie, forest, garden, gnomes, handkerchief, Hark, ladder,
laughter, Malkin, Merrimeg, Myrma, Nibby, Painter, Pennie, Peter, ponies, Rag-and-Bone,
Sappy, trees, village, walked, waterfall, white, wings, Winnie, starlight, clop-clop,
dwarfs, may-dew
American Book Publishing Record
QUEEN ZIXI OF IX - more adventures Oz style Adventures
IT’S YOUR FAIRY TALE YOU KNOW - A Fairytale Adventure
A Journal of Literature, Science, the Fine Arts, Music, and the Drama
THE PATCHWORK GIRL OF OZ - Book 7 in the Land of Oz series
THE SHADOW WITCH
The Elves of Mount Fern live in Elfland. But Elfland is not a single place. It is everywhere and can be found in every corner of the world, under
every mushroom un every burrow and in every tree with a crack in its trunk, but especially in woodland, forests and glades. They also make
their homes on wooded hill sides or beside tinkling streams. In the dead of night, when the moon is full and it’s human inhabitants are visiting
Dreamland, they venture forth from their dwellings and can be found dancing in the fairy circle or visiting the households of poor, but kind and
deserving folk. Whatever they are doing, they will sing and dance their way through the night, but at the first hint of dawn, will scurry back to
their hidden homes as fast as their legs, or wings, will take them. So, if in the morning when you awake, don’t be surprised if you can only find
one shoe, or if your towel has small grubby hand prints, or even if the kitchen utensils are all mixed up. Just smile and know that the little
people visited last night. This volume is sure to keep you and your young ones enchanted for hours, if not because of the quantity, then their
quality. They will have you coming back for more, time and again. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS: fairy tales, folklore, myths, legends,
children’s stories, childrens stories, bygone era, fairydom, fairy kingdom, ethereal, fairy land, classic stories, children’s bedtime stories, happy
place, happiness, laughter, , Captain, King, Featherweight, Colonel, flower-elf, Mount Fern, Claw, elves, flowers, Tono, Rainbow, garden,
music, Iris-Wing, Rhymo, Templeton, birthday, Lightning, Owly, Emily, Touchstone, beautiful, girdle, choir, night, feathers, Slumber, honor,
honour, mulberry, Acorn, fireflies, bluebirds, Oakdale, moon, Anna, orchestra, honeydew, Dwarfs, silver, gold, gilt, , Pansy, lawn, Beauty,
roses, gay, dream-elf, Highness, necklace, lanterns, morning, play, flowers, Rose, love, wall, forest, woodland, glade
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503 Celtic folk tales, fairy tales, myths and legends from across Western Europe. Tales like The Spear of Victory, How the Son Gobhaun Saor
Shortened the Road, Hudden and Dudden and Donald O'Neary, The Fate of the Children of Lir, King O'toole and St. Kevin, Fair, Brown and
Trembling, The King Of Erin and The Queen Of The Lonesome Island - plus 496 more! The books in this set are: ISBN: 978-1-907256-05-9 Celtic Fairy Tales, 358pg, 26 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-32-5 - Legends and Popular Tales of the Basque People, 318pg, 13 stories ISBN:
978-1-907256-36-3 - Celtic Wonder Tales, 202pg, 13 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-27-1 - More Celtic Fairy Tales, 274pg, 20 stories ISBN:
978-1-907256-02-8 - Popular Tales of the West Highlands Vol 1, 334pg,23 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-06-6 - Popular Tales of the West
Highlands Vol 2, 314, 30 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-93-6 - Scottish Fairy and Folk Tales, 392pg, 23 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-92-9 - The
Four Ancient Books of Wales, 606pg, 131 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-68-4 - Welsh Fairy Book, 284pg, 85 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-03-5 Welsh Fairy Tales and Other Stories, 100pg, 24 stories ISBN: 978-1-909302-42-6 - THE HIGH DEEDS OF FINN and other Bardic Romances
of Ancient Ireland, 328pg, 20 stories ISBN: 978-1-907256-77-6 - The Phynodderree - tales from the Isle of Man, 188pg, 5 stories ISBN:
978-1-909302-39-6 - Dragon Tales For Boys Only, 318pg, 28 stories
The Academy and Literature
Celtic Studies
SIX GIANTS AND A GRIFFIN - six charming and whimsical stories for children
Stories from the Faerie Queene Book I
The Journal of the Publishing Industry
DOWN THE SNOW STAIRS
BROWNIES AND BOGELS is more about brownies, bogels, elves, pixies, fairies and the little people than it is about the stories and
tales which the little people tell to each other. It is an excellent volume which gives parents and grandparents background information
for those moments when a child asks “Where did the fairies go?” or, “What is a Bogle?” This volume covers aspects of brownie and
fairy life, like What Fairies Were And What They Did. Who the Fairy Rulers were and how they went about ruling. It will also tell who
the Black Elves and Light Elves were and how the little people were also House-Helpers but how some of them were also MischiefMakers. So, if you ever find things out of place in your house, now you know who to blame. You will also read about Fairyland and the
Water-Folk, Changelings and the eventual Passing Of The Little People plus much, much more. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS:
fairy tales, folklore, myths, legends, children’s stories, childrens stories, bygone era, fairydom, fairy kingdom, ethereal, fairy land,
classic stories, children’s bedtime stories, happy place, happiness, laughter, Brownies, bogels, , little, fairies, children, elves, people,
beautiful, night, sweet, green, love, Fairyland, Robin, changeling, Welsh, mortals, England, Puck, Ireland, gentle, play, Kobold,
German, Scots, human, goblins, gentlemen, Dwarves, Isle, Cornwall, Mab, Scotland, creature, dance, Pisky, pixie, poets, Troll,
Shakespeare, Goodfellow, Cluricaune, Denmark, Indian, Queen, Black, King, Nixy, fairy-folk, Brittainy, Korrigans, Piskies, Tylwyth,
sprites, Boggart, naughty, Kelpie, Breton, magic, trick, charm, Rügen, barn, Fir-Darrig, whimsical, moonlight, enchant, Shetland,
Gobelin, Thomas, bottom, Molly, Alan, water-sprites, fairy-mother, dark-skinned, Skillywidden, frolicsome, Devonshire, Friesland,
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Hobgoblin, Spriggans, air-elves, vanish, mountains, Strömkarl, egg-shell, mythology, Lyktgubhe, Wildbeam, Goldemar, Edenhall,
Coblynau, mermaids, Ellydan, Drayton, Hobhole, bagpipe, Celtic, Ainsel, Robert, golden, Cauld, Lutin, Tomte, Gitto, Pooka, Gwyn,
Lyly, knob, Puk, Mop, Hob, Will-o'-the-Wisp, Northumberland, Heinzelmänchen, tintinnabulis, Wag-at-the-Wa, philosopher,
honeysuckle, red-capped, Longfellow, pestilence, Ghibelline, Karkapaha, Kirkegrim, coloribus, Badfellow, malignant, petticoat,
Rulers, Black Elves, Light Elves, House-Helper, Water-Folk, Mischief-Makers, Puck, Poets, Passing
The retelling, in novella form, of the epic poem by Edmund Spenser. Queen Gloriana ruled over a magnificent land, a rich and
beautiful country. In her court she had 12 chief knights. Each of her 12 chief knights was known as the Champion of some virtue. Thus
Sir Guyon was the representative of Temperance, Sir Artegall of Justice, Sir Calidore of Courtesy, and others took up the cause of
Friendship, Constancy, and so on. During a great feast, which lasted 12 days, a stranger in poor clothes came to the court, and, falling
before the Queen, begged a favour of her. It was always the custom at these feasts that the Queen should refuse nothing that was
asked, so she bade the stranger say what it was he wished. Then he besought that, if any cause arose which called for knightly aid,
the adventure might be entrusted to him. When the Queen had given her promise he stood quietly on one side. Soon after this there
rode into the city a fair lady on a white ass. Behind her came her servant, a dwarf, leading a warlike horse that bore the armour of a
knight. The face of the lady was lovely, but it was very sorrowful. Making her way to the palace, she fell before Queen Gloriana, and
implored her help. She said that her name was Una; she was the daughter of a king and queen who formerly ruled over a mighty
country; but, many years ago, a huge dragon came and wasted all the land, and shut the king and queen up in a brazen castle, from
which they might never come out. The Lady Una therefore besought Queen Gloriana to grant her one of her knights to fight and kill this
terrible dragon. Then the stranger sprang forward, and reminded the Queen of the promise she had given. At first she was unwilling to
consent, for the Knight was young. However, the Queen kept her word and consented. He was given an old suit of armour upon which
was a red cross, and was quickly named the Red Cross Knight. So the stranger and Una rode forth into the world together, while a
little way behind followed their faithful attendant, Prudence. And now you shall hear some of the adventures that befell the Red Cross
Knight and his two companions.
The Bibliography of Regional Fiction in Britain and Ireland, 1800–2000
THE MOON PRINCESS - A Fairy Tale
Baba Indaba Children's Stories - Issue 146
The Athenaeum
EASTERN EUROPEAN FOLKLORE, FAIRY TALES, MYTHS and LEGENDS 5 book set at WHOLESALE RATES 60% OFF!
TWELVE STORIES ABOUT FAIRIES - A SPECIAL EDITION for CHILDREN WHO LOVE FAIRIES at WHOLESALE RATES

This book is for all little boys and girls who love fairies and pixies. Hewe we have a story about a boy named Wendell,
who lives in Boston and likes fairy stories and baseball MUCH more than he likes fractions – but he does like reading and
can be found in the children’s section of the library on most days. He even checked fairytale books out of the library and
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took them home with him. At night his parents had to take the books away from him as he was quite often found in the
early hours of the morning reading a book under his covers with a torch. Then Wendell reads about the Wishing Stone.
On making enquiries he finds it is no longer where his book said it would be and he starts to make enquiries as to its
current whereabouts – and so starts Wendell’s adventure across Boston and into the land of Fairydom. This volume is
sure to keep you and your young ones enchanted for hours, if not because of the quantity, then their quality. They will
have you coming back for more time and again. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS: fairy tales, folklore, myths, legends,
children’s stories, childrens stories, bygone era, fairydom, fairy kingdom, ethereal, fairy land, classic stories, children’s
bedtime stories, happy place, happiness, laughter, Wishing Stone, Pixie Starts It, First Task, Wendell, Unexpected, Ally,
Frog, Out Of The Common, extraordinary, Enchanted Maiden, Midnight Spell, Cousin Virginia, Caller, Break, Charm,
spell, Giant, House, Cloak Of Darkness, invisibility, Blind Man’s Buff, bluff, Cap Of Thought, Magic Book, Choice, Happy
Family, Sammy, Tries His Hand, Acorn, Beacon, Beauteous, Beautiful, Boston, Cap, Cousin, electric, freckle-faced,
Kobold, library, magic, Maiden, Mummer, Park, Pixie, riddle, Sammy, school, shape, squirrel, stepmother, Stepsister,
telephone, Virginia, Wendell, young
The heavens were a stainless blue, and the Moon shone out of them arrayed in silvery garments. One by one the sky’s
matchless jewels, the stars, peeped out, studding that great ceiling with flashing diamond-points, until the whole dome
was a glittering mass of blue and silver. Calm and majestic the Moon glided over her star-studded pathway; but, in spite
of her glorious beauty and brilliancy, she was really sad and sick at heart. Ethelda, her best beloved, the youngest and
dearest of her children, had just made a request the granting of which caused her that night bitterest sorrow. Ethelda had
asked no less than this: to visit the Earth and spend her honeymoon there! Prince Dorion came with a great retinue of
knights, all dressed in shining gold wrought in the Sun’s fiery furnace, and bringing wonderful jewels to his bride. The
Moon Queen, not to be outdone in magnificence, showered silver in plenty upon them both, and bade one hundred of her
loveliest maidens accompany the bridal pair upon their journey. And so they set off across the heavens on their way to
Earth⋯.. But what adventures await the young couple? How will the little folk, the fairies, like this? Will the Prince and the
Princess’ brilliance overshadow Earth’s Fairy King and Queen, annoying them, or will they be welcomed with open arms?
Well, the only way to find out is to download the book and read this wonderful tale of fairies, fairy Kings and Queens and
fairy Princes and Princesses. 10% of the profit from the sale of this book will be donated to charities. ============
Abela Publishing – Publishing Yesterday’s books for Today’s Charities 10% of the book’s profit is donated to charities.
============ ABOUTH THE AUTHOR Edith Ogden Harrison (November 16, 1862 – May 22, 1955) was a well-known
and prolific author of children's books and fairy tales in the early decades of the twentieth century. She was also the wife
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of Carter Harrison, Jr., five-term mayor of Chicago. KEYWORDS/TAGS: The Moon Princess, Fairy tales, fairytales,
children’s stories, bedtime stories, fables, Asgard, beach, beautiful, bride, brilliant, cave, circle, clouds, colors, colours,
companions, crimson, daughter, diamonds, Prince Dorion, dwarf, Earth, Princess Ethelda, fairies, Fairyland, flowers,
forest, Fronto, golden, handsome, happy, heart, heavens, jewels, joy, King, Queen, ladder, lake, love, magician,
magnificent, maiden, Majesty, marry, mermaids, mist, mountains, music, Ocean, Oswald, palace, pink, pleasure,
rainbow, rescue, Selene, shine, Silver, skies, soft, sparkling, splendor, sprites, Star, stones, Sun, sword, thousands,
valley, veil, voice, waves, wedding, wicked, yellow
RAGGEDY ANDY STORIES - 11 illustrated stories of Raggedy Andy's adventures
Dark Fairies
THE SAINT OF THE DRAGON'S DALE - A Young Adult Medieval Action and Adventure
Baba Indaba Children's Stories issue 232
The Phynodderree, and Other Legends of the Isle of Man
MERRIMEG - Seven Magical Adventures for Children
We all know about fairies—they're usually helpful, ethereal creatures in children's stories and Walt Disney films, flitting about doing good, right? Wrong! In
ancient times, the concept of fairies was rather different. They were the often-dangerous embodiment of the land, dark and unpredictable spirits that watched
Humanity with a jaundiced and hostile eye. And, according to conventional folk wisdom, they were to be feared rather than trusted. Indeed, in their original
form, many of our "fairy tales" read more like late-night horror stories. Dr. Bob Curran investigates the folkloric roots of the fairy kind, tracing their origins
from the sprites and maenads of Classical times to the sanitized versions of the English Victorians. Among other aspects, he examines the connections in the
Christian mind between the fairy kind and demons; the links between fairies and ancient, pagan gods; and the often-strained relations between fairies and
humans across the ages. This is not a book for those who believe that fairies are friendly, kindly creatures. With the growing and anticipated interest in
fairies—particularly given the forthcoming Disney film Wings, starring Miley Cyrus—Dark Fairies is a timely and valuable new title.
Herein you will find 5 books containing 84 old Eastern European folk and fairy tales, plus tales of dragons, both magnanimous and evil, tales of princes on their
white chargers dashing in to rescue princesses in distress and tales of the little people - the fairy folk who stitch together each and every fairy tale. These books
were bestsellers when they were first published, some over 120 years ago, at a time when people REALLY DID BELIEVE in fairies. These are tales from the
forests and lane-side hedgerows as well as tales of fairy dances, which only ever occur at midnight under a full moon. And then there are tales of how lowly
laborers applied their brains to a situation to win the hand of princesses and become kings of kingdoms. Plus there are other tales of how kings, forever protective
of their precious princesses, set ever more difficult challenges to those wanting to win the hand of their daughters, who, of course, are the fairest and most
beautiful in all the land! Ideal for parents, grandparents and lovers of fairy tales and of all things magic! In addition this is a unique collection for
primary/elementary school libraries. TEACHERS read a page or two from each story at the end of the school day and have your students queuing up to hear the
next part of the story day after day. Bibliographic Data ISBN, TITLE, # stories, #pages 978-1-909302-54-9 - Czechoslovak Fairy Tales 15 Stories, 236pg
Illustrated. 978-1-909302-55-6 - Fairy Tales of the Slav Peasants and Herdsmen 20 Stories, 398pg Illustrated. 978-1-909302-23-5 - The Key of Gold - 23
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Czech Folk Tales, 200pg Illustrated. 978-1-909302-44-0 - The Shoemaker's Apron - 20 Czechoslovak fairy tales, 270pg Illustrated. 978-1-909302-67-9 - Polish
Fairy Tales 6 Stories, 192pg Illustrated. So, all-in-all, you will receive 84 stories and tales spread across 1,296 sumptuously illustrated pages. The 6th FREE
ebook is Folklore, Fairy Tales, Myths and Legends from Around the World which contains 15 complimentary folk and fairy tales from the Abela catalogue. Go,
find a comfy chair, and sit back with a hot toddy, and enjoy a change of scenery and a change of pace and be whisked away to a land far, far away where
only magical things happen.
Guide to Reprints
Mélusine
Vanity Fair
84 folk and fairy tales, myths and legends from the lands of Eastern Europe plus FREE 15 Story ebook
A Selective Guide to Books in Wilson Library, University of Minnesota
A Weekly Review of Current Thought and Activity
A fantastic YA tale of the demon-haunted forests of 13th C. Germany. In the Dale of the Dragon, or Der Tal des Drachen,
lives a young man named Jerome, the hero of our story. In the surrounding forest lives the witch Martha and her twin ravens
which speak of Satan, who even makes an appearance to tempt Jerome to the dark side of life. But what is a haunted forest
if it doesn’t have robber barons and outlaws, and what would our story be without Agnes the maiden, who is, of course, in
distress. Who is the mysterious Saint of the Dragon's Dale - a powerful, mysterious figure with a dark secret. Will he ride in
to save the day, or will he be too late. To find the answers to these, and any other questions you may have, download this
little book and find out for yourself. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS: fairy tales, folklore, myths, legends, children’s
stories, children, young adult, stories, bygone era, , Saint of the dragon’s dale, Abbess, abbey, Action, adventure, Agnes,
Andreas, angel, Bamberg, Baron, basket, battlement, beasts, Beelzebub, blackened, burgomaster, castle, palace, Christ,
Christian, Church, Clement, crucifix, Dale of the Dragon, Dale, Dame, Davis, demons, Devil, Dragon, dungeon, Eisenach,
Emperor, forest, Franz, Franz-of-the-Ram’s-Pate, Frederick, Freiherr, Fritz, frowned, furze, gate, Gerda, Germany, glade,
God, golden, Goslar, Graf, Count, greenwood, Gustav, Harun, Harz, heaven, helmet, Hems, herald, hermit, holy, Italy,
Jerome, hero, heroine, in distress, Jesuit, Johann, Judgment, Kaiser, kiss, knight, lanzknecht, laugh, laughter, Lord, Ludwig,
maid, maiden, Martha the Witch, Masterless, Mathilde, men-at-arms, Michael, midnight, moon, moonlight, Mordecai, noble,
partridge, paynim, pixies, poacher, portcullis, postern, prayer, Priest, ransom, raven, Rome, rose, Rudolf, Saint, Satan,
sheepskin, Sigismund, squire, sun, sword, temptation, Thuringerwald, Thuringia, turn to stone, Ulrich, Wartburg, wench,
wicked, Witch, Wolf, Zebek, Zodok
Down the Snow Stairs is a story about Kitty, a mischievous eight-year-old who has found herself in a whole heap of trouble
on Christmas Eve. Eight-year-old Kitty is in bed but cannot sleep. Through her own thoughtlessness and disobedience, her
beloved little brother, Johnny, lies critically ill in bed, she is now wrought with guilt about her actions. When she eventually
falls asleep, she travels in a dream to “Naughty Children Land.” There she meets many strange people, including Daddy
Coax who is so tender-hearted he cannot bear to see naughty children punished, and gives them candies and gifts when
they are naughty, in the hope he can cajole, or coax, them back to being good. She also meets the beautiful lady, Love,
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who offers naughty children the kiss of forgiveness and the opportunity to return to the Path of Obedience. But, to reach her
home again, Kitty must find a way to stand firm against the many temptations and enticements she faces and win the
Christmas blessing! The 16 adventures in this book have been given added life to an already excellent text by the 60 pen
and ink illustrations provided by Gordon Browne. 10% of the profit from the sale of this book is donated to charities.
=========================== Keywords/Tags: Down, Snow Stairs, Christmas eve, Kitty, Folklore, Fairy Tales,
myths, legends, children’s stories, fables, kids, Johnnie, Naughty Children Land, Daddy Coax, Stream, Pictures, Fog, Love,
Woods, Dance, Strange Partner, Play-Ground, Myself, Gate, Restlessness, Art, Treasures, Snow-Man, Wide Staircase, Tears,
Slide, Baluster, Visit, Drollery, Elf, elves, Broken Toys, Dismal, Chorus, black creature, Cruel-Heart, Song of the Sillies, JamTarts, Wig, Powder, Spitfire, Flute, Shadow, Rod, mist, White Robe, Entangled, Web, Tramp, Weary Feet, Ice-Children, Hard
Lesson, Faces, Kiss, Guardian, Child, Naughty, Goblin, Dwarf, Goblin, Sloth, spring, Wriggle, Courtiers, Musing, Apple-Pie
Corner, Merry, Game, Goblin Crew, Locked Gate, Punishment, secret,
Public Opinion
THE ELVES OF MOUNT FERN - The Adventures of elves, fairies and pixies of Mount Fern
Subject
British Books
THE RED CROSS KNIGHT - A story with a moral
BROWNIES AND BOGLES - The Background and Insights to the Little People

The story of “The Patchwork Girl” first published by L. Frank Baum in 1913, is a
children's novel, the 7th set in the “Land of Oz” series. The book has 121 exquisite BnW
and Colour illustrations by John R. Neill. Our story goes this…….“Ojo the Unlucky” is a
young Munchkin boy who is devoted to life with his uncle Unc Nunkie in the wilderness. On
the verge of starvation they goe to see a neighbouring "magician", Dr. Pipt, who is an
old friend of Unc. While there they see a demonstration of the Pipt-made Powder of Life,
which, after saying the magic words, animates any object it touches. Unfortunately, Unc
Nunkie and Dr. Pipt's wife also the sufferer of the consequences of another of the
Doctor's inventions, the Liquid of Petrifaction, which turns them into solid marble
statues. This sets Ojo onto a quest to find the five ingredients for the antidote to the
Liquid Petrifaction. But will he find them all and get back in time to stop the
petrifaction taking a permanent hold? Well, you’ll just have to download and read this
book for yourself to find out! YESTERDAY’S BOOKS FOR TODAY’S CHARITIES 10% of the profit
from the sale of this book will be donated to charity. ============= KEYWORDS-TAGS:
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Patchwork girl of Oz, alive, angry, bad, basket, beast, beautiful, brains, Bungle,
butterfly, Cat, cave, Champion, Chief, Chiss, City, clover, color, Country, Crooked,
Diksey, dog, Dorothy, Dr. Pipt, Emerald, feet, forest, gate, Glass, gold, Good, green,
heart, Hoppers, Horner, inquisitive, Jack, journey, Law, magic, Magician, marble,
Margolotte, mountain, Munchkin, music, Nunkie, odd, Ojo, Oz, Ozma, palace, Patchwork,
phonograph, Powder, Princess, prisoner, Pumpkinhead, Quadling, queer, quills, raft,
river, royal, Ruler, Sawhorse, Scarecrow, Scraps, Shaggy, six-leaved, Soldier, Toto,
travelers, Unc Nunkie, uncle, Unlucky, Whiskers, Wizard, Woodman, Woozy, Yoop, folklore,
fairytale, fairy, tale, fantasy, children’s story, bedtime story, childrens book, Land of
Oz, Emerald City, Wonderful, Wizard of Oz, Action, Adventure, Childrens, bedtime story,
fairy tale, Children’s Books,
This delightful collection of fairy tales contains six fanciful and whimsical stories for
young ones to enjoy. They are: Six Giants and a Griffin, Gertrude's Visit to the Moon
Jane and the Bears Sapphira and the Flying Pig The Christmas Trees, and; Mother Goose's
Party. It is charmingly illustrated with 6 glossy black and white plates, one of them
colourised. This fantastical collection is a great addition to the fairy tale book
collector's library. 90 pages 10% of the profit from the sale of this story will be
donated to charities. Yesterday’s Books for Today’s Charities. ===============
Keywords/Tags: Teddy, Sapphira, Jane, Flying Pig, Bear, balls, Mother, Cockatoo, cage,
Goose, beautiful, squirrel, Christmas, six giants, Gertrude, Mamma, Walruses, gold, sea,
Prince, silver, Griffin, moon, orange, pie, gnomes, Crown, Jill, King, Squawking, Bopeep, funny, Jack, Jimmy, Queen, ring, Amorita, Sadie, Silverlocks, Angel, books, cakes,
Santa Claus, fairy, invitation, Looking-glass, palace, princess, fairy wings, excitement,
mermaid, oak-tree, Wanamaker's, waves, wolf, woods, Cinderella, delicious, doll,
elephants, efalents, Estelle, ephalents, Gertrude's, Goldy, Mother Goose, maid, pleasure,
scream, skirts, tails, whistle, wild, blackbirds, cows, Fairyland, four-and-twenty,
Grandmother's, hullabaloo, in a jiffy, Jingles, magnificent, message, Moon, man in the
moon, nightgown, Nurse, pearls, peculiar, Pinky, pretty, pumpkin, Red-tail, Rhymes,
Children's stories, Fairy Tales, Myths, Legends, Folklore, Storytelling, fables,
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storyteller,
The Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record
The Academy
The Athenæum
The Publisher
PUCK'S BROOM - the adventures of George and Alexander in Once Upon a Time Land
THE REAL FAIRY FOLK - 14 Magical Adventures in Fairyland
Belinda was down by the pond watching the comings and goings of the many creatures and their peculiar habits. She had propped her
doll, Belinda, in the crotch of a tree and let out a big sigh, wishing Belinda was alive. She jumped as a voice behind her said “Watch and
listen! Watch and listen!” The voice was so close to her ear that Ruth jumped, and nearly fell out of the tree. Herein begin the
adventures of Belinda and Ruth, the talking doll. Along the way Belinda has 14 adventures with Ruth meeting a variety of creatures
and, of course, real fairies. Belinda’s adventures include In the Old Willow Tree Two Funny Gentlemen and What They Said Ruth and
the Wonderful Spinners Mrs. Mosquito and Her Kin Ruth Hears About Some Water Babies Ruth Goes to a Concert Ruth Meets All
Sorts and Conditions Mrs. Tumble Bug and Others Little Mischief Makers Some Queer Little People Wise Folks and Fiery Ones The
Honey Makers The Most Beautiful of All Real Fairies. 10% of the profit from the sale of this book is donated to charities. Also look out
for a free story from this book at https://www.facebook.com/FolkloreAndFairyTales So what are you waiting for? Download a copy of
this ebook now and join Belinda and Ruth on their adventures in Fairyland! ================ KEYWORDS/TAGS: Real Fairy
Folk, folklore, fairy tales, myths, legends, childrens stories, fables, enchanting stories, Old Willow Tree, Funny Gentlemen, Ruth,
Belinda, Wonderful Spinners, Mrs. Mosquito, Kin, Water Babies, Concert, All Sorts, Conditions, Mrs. Tumble Bug, Mischief Makers,
Queer Little People, Wise Folks, Fiery folks, Honey Makers, Beautiful, Real Fairies, wind, breeze, bright eyes, Fairyland, Hold tightly,
brook, big green frog, brown frog, Rana the frog, fat toad, swimming, tadpoles, tails, loud splash, in the shade, spin, cocoon, silk, Daddy
Long Legs, ants, slaves, parasols, Vespa Maculata, Smart children, moths, moon moth, Luna,
Herein are the Wonderful Adventures of George Henry & His Dog Alexander Who Went to Seek Their Fortune in the ONCE UPON A
TIME LAND – the land of dreams. George did not believe in fairies, until he me a very special frog. What happened next you ask and
what happened on midsummer’s eve? How did the dream-music affect him while he was ill and what did George dream about? How
did the hour-glass fit into his dream and just how many adventures did George and Alexander have? 10% of the profit from the sale of
this book are donated to charities. ================== KEYWORDS/TABS: Puck’s broom, george arrives, fairies Alexander,
grow up, birthday party, fireworks, surprise, old frog, midsummer eve, invitation, party in the wood, dream-music, doctor, land of
dreams, story-book, green gate, twisty-curly path, old man, seashore, hour-glass, father time, fortune, adventures, golden weathercock,
once-upon-a-time, dragon, strange country, catch-my-tail, witch, high mountains, tower, giant, sad, glowing mountains, tom tiddler,
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funny little man, gold and silver, golden sausage, over the hills and far away, sir Tristram, topsy-turvy, umbrella, castle, thousand
towers, knight, quest, court, beautiful, princess fortunate, enchanted princess, great forest, mysterious voices, magician's castle, the
black lake, prince, bicycle, glass hill, terrible guardians, vanquish, password, magic charm, patchwork, counterpane, chinese box-trick,
beautiful queen, fairyland, folklore, fairy tale, myth, legend, fable, children’s story, children’s book,
THE PHYNODDERREE - A Manx Fairy Tale
The Literary churchman
The Spectator
BPR cumulative
From Good-Night to Good-Morning

Herein are 12 unique stories about fairies plus 3 quirky poems thrown in for good measure. The stories and poems in this
volume are: CHERRY PRINCESS BLUEGREEN OF THE SEVEN CITIES A FRENCH PUCK THE CROOKED MAN THE
FAIRY CHILD CURED BY FAIRIES THE FAIRY NURSE I SAW A SHIP A-SAILING THE JUDGMENT OF THE
FLOWERS THE KITE THAT WENT TO THE MOON THE PEN FAIRY THE NUT-TREE THE PHYNODDERREE THE
RUBBER FAIRY TWELFTH NIGHT FAIRY You are invited to download and read these poems and stories narrated by
Baba Indaba. 33% of the profit from the sale of this book will be donated to charities. INCLUDES LINKS TO DOWNLOAD
8 FREE STORIES Each story also has a "WHERE IN THE WORLD - LOOK IT UP" section, where young readers are
challenged to look up a place on a map somewhere in the world. The place, town or city is relevant to the story. HINT use Google maps.
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